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International Organizations and Convergence of science, 
Technology and Innovation Policy: the Inter-American development 
bank in Argentina, Colombia and Uruguay (1979-2009)

Diego Aguiar, Amílcar Davyt, Carlos Mauricio Nupia

Abstract

This paper analyzes the role of the Inter-American Development Bank 
(idb) as an international funding organization that influenced Science, 
Technology and Innovation (sti) policies in Argentina, Colombia and 
Uruguay, through different mechanisms of policy convergence. In these 
countries, idb has contributed to similar policy performance when two 
aspects are observed: the structure of institutions that orientate the sti poli-
cy and the design of policy instruments for sti promotion. Our aim is 
to show coincidences and divergences produced by the relationship bet-
ween idb, local policy-makers and other actors, and to discuss mechanisms 
through which the idb influenced internal sti policy in these countries. We 
followed a qualitative methodology based on reviewing official documents 
of the idb credits from 1979 to 2009; and interviews with policy-makers 
and experts who participated in its implementation.
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drones, the socio-technical Reordering of Contemporary Conflicts 
and the Imaginary of “surgical Warfare”

Alcides Eduardo dos Reis Peron, Rafael de Brito Dias

Abstract

Over the last 15 years, we have been baring witness to an increase in the use 
of armed drones in military actions, due to the evolution of the discourse regar-
ding precise, swift operations during the Bush and Obama administrations. 
The legitimacy of these conflicts is sustained by the imaginary of surgical war-
fare, defined by the assumption that precision and technical weaponry supe-
riority could “humanize” the so-called War on Terror. However, extrajudicial 
killings were never considered legitimate, since they occur under controversial 
and unclear conditions. Thus, by understanding military operations as a socio-
technical system and the development of new technologies, devices and war 
doctrines as process that re-ordains these operations, this paper seeks to debate 
the Predator mq-1 drone as a sociopolitical artifact. Our main argument is that 
during the development of this technology, several institutions, such as the cia 
and the us Air Force have shaped the sociotechnical conditions that enabled 
the legal limits of the war on terror. This would guarantee the suppression of 
political constraints to the government and the Department of Defense in 
continuing their actions in foreign lands.

keywords: sociotechnical reordaining – war on terror – surgical 
warfare – drones

The actors network of propositions for the regulation of 
nanotechnology in brazil

Josemari Poerschke de Quevedo, Noela Invernizzi

Abstract

Nanotechnology as a public policy has been fomented in Brazil since the 
beginning of the 2000s. One of the policy actions was the launch of the 
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Brazilian Nanotechnology Initiative, whose main implementation strategy 
is Sisnano –a network of Research and Development laboratories that sti-
mulates the interface between universities and business. The political net-
works established to advance the area had coordination of interests in a 
governance between public agencies and educational and research institu-
tions. Regulatory initiatives have emerged on two fronts that are visible in 
a public hearing in June 2015. One of the fronts is the nanoreg, which 
Brazil adhered to in 2014 and seeks to harmonize international regulation. 
The bills that are processed in the Brazilian Congress form the other. 
Thus, this paper maps the networks of scientists, politicians, and institu-
tions involved in policy and regulatory processes. The Actor-Network 
Theory identifies actors’ positions and relations in processes. In addition, 
the positions of the actors involved in the debate are evaluated from the 
perspective of the Advocacy Coalitions Framework. As a result, it has been 
found that the actor’s relationships on the side favorable to nanoreg are 
rather cohesive. In the debate of the issues, the conflict between divergent 
points of view revealed hidden problems on the regulation of nanotech-
nology in Brazil.

keywords: actor-network – advocacy coalitions – regulation – 
nanotechnology – brazil

Regulations and Practices: Controversies in relation with the 
agrochemical use in the horticultural belt of Mar del Plata City

María Celeste Molpeceres, Rocío Ceverio, Susana Brieva

Abstract

Debates about social and environmental risks associated with the use of 
agrochemicals in the horticultural belt of Mar del Plata, occupy a promi-
nent place in the public policy agenda from 2000.

The aim of this article is to find an explanation of how and why the 
regulations are still weak and fragmented their level of implementation is 
scarce regarding the use, and application practices of agrochemicals, regard 
the attempts to regulate them. To this, from a socio-technical perspective, 
we analyzed the processes of construction processes of working/no working 
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of the regulations in the horticultural system of the municipality of General 
Pueyrredón since 2005.

To accomplish the objective, we compiled, systematized and analyzed 
the available academic and technical production, as well as regulations and 
news in newspapers and specialized magazines, while generating primary 
information through interviews using the “snowball” sampling strategy.
From the analysis, we argue that the absence of “users” in the process of 
designing the regulation creates conditions of non-working. That is why 
would be necessary a strategic planning to produce an approach between 
the interests both producers and local government. However, the late con-
templation of the producer’s knowledge and practices in the design of regu-
lation added with scarce incentives to abandon or gradually change the 
production model generates a breach of the regulations.     

key words: public agenda – environmental – health – socio-technical 
analysis – normative

dynamics of cooperation and appropriation of knowledge. socio-
technical analysis of public research agendas for Food sovereignty 
in Argentina and Mexico

Paula Juárez, Yolanda Castañeda Zavala

Abstract

The main objective for this paper is to analyze, from a socio-technical 
perspective, the processes of research agenda building, especially, those 
agendas which are aimed to solve food production issues in Latin America. 
The analysis is focused on two case studies: the Mexican development of 
a genetically modified Maradol papaya variety –designed to resist the 
papaya ring spot virus disease–, and the retrieval in Argentina of an “ances-
tral” crop, the quinoa. In both cases, the strategies of knowledge produc-
tion of public r&d agencies –which were linked to international 
cooperation policies– sought to promote social inclusion dynamics, mostly 
among family farmers. However, both processes ultimately exhibits the 
ways in which the locally generated s&t knowledge is appropriated instead 
by a group of private actors who weren’t the intended primary recipients 
of the research effort.
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The guiding questions for the analysis are how the public strategies of 
local techno-cognitive production became well working ones (or they 
didn’t) and who considers them to be well working (and who don’t). In 
order to answer these questions, we employ a set of analytical tools drawn 
from the Social Studies of Technology field, combined with elements of 
Policy Analysis to reconstruct the dynamics of adequacy of the research 
agendas and their results in terms of inclusion/exclusion dynamics. Finally, 
we pose some thoughts about the way to improve s&t policies on agricul-
ture in terms of sustainable inclusive development.

keywords: research agenda – socio-technical analysis – appropriation – 
cooperation – biotechnology – agroecology


